The Economic Value of MR-Imaging for Uveal Melanoma
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Objective: Uveal melanoma (UM) is the most common primary intra-ocular tumour. Treatment is determined by tumour size and location. Generally, smaller tumours are eligible for brachytherapy unless they are located close to posterior pole. Larger tumours are enucleated or undergo proton beam therapy (PBT), which is more expensive than brachytherapy and less available. Accuracy of tumour size determination is critical for accurate planning and delivery of treatment, particularly to ensure tumour coverage, critical structure sparing, and for the choice of treatment modality. This is particularly the case for tumour dimensions that are close to the cut-off point for a specific type of treatment: in the case of the brachytherapy protocol at our institution, 6–8 mm. Ultrasound is conventionally used, but magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has recently become an additional available tool. Although more expensive, it enables more accurate measurements and is particularly useful in combination with clinical fundus examination, fundus photography and ultrasound. Our aim in this paper was to determine the economic value of MRI for UM treatment.

Methods: We retrospectively analysed 60 patients’ MRI scans acquired as part of a study or for clinical care. For each patient, we assessed whether the extra cost of an MRI generated economic benefit or change in optimal treatment.

Results: MRI indicated a smaller tumour prominence than US in 10% of patients with intermediate tumour size, resulting in a change from PBT to brachytherapy. The costs of MRI, €200–€1000, are significantly lower than the higher costs of PBT compared to brachytherapy, €24,000 difference. In addition, the annual total economic burden of severe vision impairment associated with eye removal is €10,000. Furthermore, for patients where ultrasound was impossible due to previous surgery, MRI enabled eye-preserving treatment.

Conclusion: An additional MRI for specific patients with UM improves economic value as it enables less expensive treatment in a sufficient percentage of patients to compensate for the MRI costs. Value is increased in terms of quality of care as it enables for some a treatment option which spares more vision.
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Introduction

Uveal melanoma (UM) is the most common primary intraocular malignancy with an annual incidence of 5 cases per million in the United States.1 The pathology can involve the iris, ciliary body or choroid.2,3 In UM, blurred vision and vision loss are the most common first symptoms. Depending on the size and location of the tumour(s), the treatment plan for UM patients is either radiotherapy or removal of the eye (enucleation). Local control is as high as 96%, and the 5-year survival rate for UM is only 86%.4,5 As clinical studies have shown, there is no significant
difference in terms of patient survival rate after radiotherapy as compared to enucleation.\(^6\)\(^,\)\(^7\) As a result, the rationale for radiotherapy treatment is preservation of the eye and vision. Of different eye-preserving treatments, brachytherapy is currently the most common treatment\(^8\) and it involves the surgical placement of a radioactive ruthenium or iodine plaque onto the sclera, the outer layer of the eye. The radioactive plaque remains in place for up to 7 days, depending on the size of the tumour. Since the radioactive plaque is shielded on the back side, the radiotoxic side effects of this treatment are limited compared to other forms of radiotherapy\(^9\) and these side effects mainly involve cataract, radiation-optico neuropathy and retinopathy.\(^10\)\(^,\)\(^11\) A large study conducted by the federal government where information about vision and eye health was collected showed that 87% of patients are estimated to have gained a significant economic and social benefit by maintaining a degree of eyesight.\(^12\) In approximately 4% of patients treated with Ruthenium106 brachytherapy,\(^13\) the eye is enucleated after more than 5 years post-treatment.\(^13\) Brachytherapy can be only used for small and medium-sized tumours, since in larger tumours the tumour apex is too distant from the radioactive shield to receive a sufficient dose of radiation.\(^14\) Furthermore, tumours near the optic disc are difficult to treat with plaques.\(^15\) For these and larger tumours, proton beam irradiation therapy (PBT) has become the preferred treatment to preserve the eye since it spares most of the patient’s vision and achieves tumour control in over 96% of the eyes.\(^16\) The side-effects of PBT are significant with a secondary enucleation rate of 5.4–14% at 5 years\(^17\) and other studies also show that PBT has a failure rate of 4.2%.\(^18\) PBT has been reported to be successful in sparing the eye in 89% of the patients 5 years after treatment.\(^19\)\(^,\)\(^20\) Proton beam facilities have become increasingly available worldwide; however, they are very costly to set up.\(^21\) As a result, economically, PBT is much more expensive than brachytherapy, with the complete costs of the treatment per patient being approximately €30,000 and €6,000, respectively.\(^21\) Stereotactic radiosurgery, specifically gamma knife together with eye fixation\(^22\) is also another option used in the treatment of UM; however, this is not included in our analyses because studies have shown that PBT gives better outcomes and therefore more and more centres shift from stereotactic radiosurgery to PBT.\(^16\)

Since the exact size and geometry of the tumour is one of the main determinants of the optimal treatment modality, accurate imaging of the tumour is key to provide an optimal personalized treatment for the patient. Conventionally, the tumour dimensions are determined using high frequency (~10 MHz) ultrasound (US). However, both the quality of the US image and the estimated dimensions of the tumour have been shown to be very much operator-dependent due to their strong dependence on the orientation of the phased array transducer with respect to the complex three-dimensional geometry of the tumour, especially since only two-dimensional cross-sections are typically acquired and displayed.\(^23\) Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) has several potential advantages as an imaging methodology over conventional US, including its ability to image the tumour in three-dimensions (3D) as well as to incorporate multiple tissue-contrasts based on proton density and MR relaxation times, as well as diffusion.\(^24\)\(^,\)\(^25\) Although Computed Tomography (CT) is also able to provide 3D volumetric data of the UM, MRI is the preferred imaging modality for ocular conditions as it provides a better soft tissue contrast, which can, for example, differentiate retinal detachment from UM.\(^26\) However, ocular MRI is challenging due to the absence of specialized commercial radiofrequency (RF) coils (often a very general single-channel “micro-coil” is used), and issues of eye motion during the scan due to blinking are common. Although UM was studied with MRI in the late 1980s,\(^27\) and different studies have shown promising steps towards the clinical application of MRI for UM, the advances towards higher field strengths have enabled the more routine clinical application of MRI for UM over the last decade.\(^25\)\(^,\)\(^28\)\(^\text{32}\)

Our institution is the National Reference Centre for UM in The Netherlands, and so is a main centre for developing and assessing new imaging techniques for UM. Over the past 5 years, different hardware, software and data acquisition techniques for MRI of UM patients have been developed.\(^25\)\(^,\)\(^28\)\(^,\)\(^33\) During this time, our research group has shown how the addition of an MRI-scan to the conventional clinical workup of UM patients can have a positive effect on treatment planning. Beenakker et al, for example, found in one study of 10 patients that two had their treatment changed from enucleation (which would have been recommended based on the ultrasound scans) to eye-preserving treatment based on the higher quality three-dimensional MRI scans.\(^25\) Based on these results, an increasing number of UM patients have received an MR, either as part of their clinical care or in the context of scientific studies.

From a diagnostic point of view, the additional information available via MRI, in terms of dimensions, location and infiltration of the tumour, has proved very useful to the ophthalmologists.\(^25\)\(^,\)\(^28\) However, with every new
type of treatment, there are also economic issues to be considered, and in this paper, we attempt to provide an economic view of the cost-effectiveness of an additional MRI scan for patients with UM, with the aim of providing a useful framework for its evaluation for other clinical imaging facilities dealing with such patients. In the last 5 years, we have scanned 60 patients, some for clinical care and others in the context of research studies and technique development. Although this group of patients is not completely representative of all UM-patients, it has provided us with sufficient experience to evaluate the potential added economic value of MRI for patients with UM.

Methods
The study was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and Good Clinical Practice Guidelines. Approval of the protocol was obtained from the ethics institutional review board at the Leiden Medical Centre in The Netherlands. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients who were evaluated in the context of a clinical study before study participation.

Patient Population
We retrospectively analysed the data from all UM patients who have undergone an MRI scan between 2014 and 2019. Of a total 60 patients, 42 were included in the context of a scientific study, 16 were scanned due to doubts about the inconsistent US measurements, and 2 patients were scanned because the presence of a silicone oil tamponade (placed in a previous surgery) made US impossible. Table 1 summarizes the different patient groups and the measurements performed for each group.

Summary of the MRI Scanning Protocol
One of the main challenges of ocular MRI is to prevent or minimize eye-motion-induced artefacts. To achieve this we use a “cued-blinking paradigm” for most of the scans. In this paradigm, the patient is given instructions to fix their gaze with the unaffected eye on a particular point and to blink at specific time intervals. To produce the fixation point within the magnet bore a projector is placed at one end of the bore of the magnet and an MRI-compatible mirror is placed on the RF coil a few centimetres from the eye to reflect the projected image to the patient, Figure 1. A simple cue is produced by a personal computer attached to the projector. In the case of patients with non-MRI-compatible glasses, a standard kit of MRI-compatible lenses is commercially available, and the appropriate ones can be chosen. In addition, a dedicated receive eye-coil is used, since the enhanced signal-to-noise compared to a head coil allows for shorter scanning times, increased patient comfort and reduced motion artefacts.

For 3-Tesla MRI systems, there are a number of single loop “micro-coils” available with different diameters: for very high field systems such as 7 Tesla, it is relatively simple to design and construct such coils. For 3-Tesla scans, we use a coil with a diameter of 4.7 cm: the images have similar signal-to-noise at a slightly lower spatial resolution than at 7 Tesla.

In order to limit image artefacts on the anterior side of the eye arising from magnetic susceptibility, the patients are instructed to close the eye with the tumour and a wet gauze is placed on their eye-lid. To assess the tumour dimensions, only a limited number of basic MRI scans are needed, namely T2-weighted and T1-weighted images before and post-injection of a gadolinium-based contrast agent. We have found that it is very important that these images have an isotropic spatial resolution, as this is required for 3D-reformatting of the images to assess the 3D shape of the tumour, as shown in Figure 2. As we aim to limit the time per scan to approximately 3 minutes, at 7 Tesla our images have an isotropic resolution of 0.65 mm³, while at 3 Tesla the resolution is 0.8 mm³. Although only a limited set of images are needed to determine the tumour dimensions, in practice, more advanced scan techniques, including diffusion-weighted imaging and dynamic contrast enhancement imaging are included as well, which aim to provide more specific information about the tumour.

The total, basic scan protocol duration is less than 20 minutes, which makes it also feasible for patients who feel less at ease in an MR system. Figure 3 shows a series of images which form the basis required to determine the optimal therapy. The tumour boundaries are clearly visible...
on the T1-weighted images, while the T2-weighted scans are used to screen for scleral infiltration of the tumour. In addition, retinal detachment, a common complication of UM can easily be differentiated from tumour tissue on the post-contrast scan as a non-enhancing region.

Overall, therefore, from an economic point-of-view, in order to implement ocular MRI one requires an approximately 30-min scan, a dedicated receive coil, and minor investment in terms of a video projector and personal computer.

**Results**

**Assessing the Additional Value of Ocular MRI Scans in UM Patients**

In terms of general clinical assessment, the increased contrast between tissues and the 3D nature of the data have been determined by the ophthalmologists to be considerable advantages of MRI compared to the conventional US images, since with MRI you are certain that no oblique measurement is made, which would lead to an overestimation of the tumour size. In practice, depending on the type of brachytherapy provided, there is a strict cut-off in terms of tumour thickness which determines whether a patient is eligible for brachytherapy, or whether the more expensive PBT (if available) is the only remaining option for eye preservation: if PBT is not available or prescribed then enucleation is used.

For the ruthenium shields used at our institution, based on historical data this cut-off is set at 7 mm tumour prominence, where the dimension is defined as the distance between the top of the tumour and the outside of the sclera (other institutions may have different criteria).

Analysing the patient population that has undergone MRI scans over the past 5 years, these patients can be categorized into four well-defined groups, summarized in Table 2: (i) those for whom the ultrasound-derived tumour size was either very small or very large and therefore as expected the MRI scans did not affect the diagnostic outcome (43 patients), (ii) patients for whom the MRI provided confirmation of ultrasound-derived tumour size (and therefore treatment planning) when the dimensions were close to the cut-off point (11 patients), (iii) patients for whom the 3D delineation provided by MRI actually changed the treatment planning from enucleation to radioactive plaque (4 patients), and (iv) a small group of patients for whom US scanning is not possible (2 patients).

As expected for patients with relatively small (<6 mm) or very large (>8.5 mm) tumour thickness, the MRI scans did not have any influence on the actual treatment plan chosen: these were plaque brachytherapy and enucleation, respectively. We found that for the small tumours the MRI often indicated a slightly smaller tumour dimension than the ultrasound scan. In theory (and perhaps in the future), the smaller potential tumour dimensions could allow for...
Figure 2 Conventional ultrasound imaging (A) only provides a 2-dimensional cross-section of the tumour, whereas MR (magnetic resonance) imaging (B, C, D) enables a complete 3-dimensional evaluation of the tumour and surrounding structures. Although the original MRI scan (B) is acquired in a transverse direction, the isotropic spatial resolution allows for reformatting in every direction (C, D). To accurately determine the tumour thickness, a reformatting is made which goes through the thickest location of the tumour and is angulated perpendicular to the tumour (blue line in C). On the resulting reformatted scan (D) the tumour thickness can be accurately measured (red arrow).

Figure 3 Magnetic resonance (MR) images and ultrasound of a uveal melanoma (UM) with retinal detachment. Sagittal T1 (A), enhanced T1 with fat signal suppression (B) and T2 (C). Ultrasound (US) (D). Notice that the UM enhances (yellow arrow), while the retinal detachment does not enhance (red arrow) and that the outer limit of the sclera is well identified (orange arrow). In comparison with US, the possibility of acquiring multiple sequences and the high soft tissue contrast and high spatial resolution of MRI allow for a better differentiation between tumour and retinal detachment, for a better tumour characterization and better identification of the sclera.
Sixteen patients were scanned. For the majority of this corresponds to 3/6 2/2. The size cuts off where the following: Small tumours: Prominence <6mm. Borderline (medium) tumours: Prominence 6 – 8.5mm. Large tumours: Prominence >8.5mm. Another group of patients still has to be conducted, we estimate that for approximately one out of ten patients who have tumours which are close to the cut-off size; in this group, a similar change in treatment will be the case.

Finally, two patients received an MRI scan because US was impossible due to previous ocular surgery where silicone oil was used as a tamponade. These patients had been treated for retinal detachment, and as a result of their surgery, part of their eye was filled with a silicon oil. Since ultrasound waves are reflected at the silicon oil–water interface, US imaging of the tumour is highly problematic or not possible. Normally the eyes of these patients need to be enucleated as treatment planning and subsequent follow-up are impossible. With a modified MRI protocol the eyes of these patients could be imaged, which made them eligible for eye-preserving therapy.39

**Discussion**

**Evaluating the Economic Ramifications for Including MRI Scans for UM Patients**

In order to provide an analysis of the economic impact of including additional MRI scans for ocular patients, some indication of the total economic cost of vision loss must be made. A large systematic review on the economic burden of visual impairment and blindness showed that the total economic burden per year of severe vision impairment is approximately $13,000 (€10,000).40 In addition, one must estimate the cost of the additional MRI scan. This is highly variable depending upon which country one considers, and different health insurance schemes within an individual country. The USA generally represents the highest healthcare costs, with those in Europe, Asia and Australasia significantly lower. For the purposes of this article, we consider a broad range of €200–€1000.12

The first situation is the one in which MRI provides information which, actually changes the treatment planning as the tumour prominence is close to the maximum prominence for the available type of brachytherapy. For the radiation protocol used at our institute,13 this corresponds to patients for whom the US shows a tumour prominence between 6 and 8.5 mm. In all such cases, we have encountered so far the change in treatment entails substituting ruthenium plaque therapy for the (otherwise) prescribed enucleation or PBT, rather than vice versa. There are no hard guidelines between recommending enucleation and a treatment plan involving proton beam therapy. The choice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Tumours Placed in Different Categories Based on Size, Clinical or Study Groups and a Separate Group for Silicone Oil to Visualise if Treatment Had a Change or Not.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No Change in Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small/large tumours</td>
<td>43/43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium size (Clinical)</td>
<td>3/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium size (Study)</td>
<td>8/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicone oil</td>
<td>0/2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The size cuts off where the following: Small tumours: Prominence <6mm. Borderline (medium) tumours: Prominence 6 – 8.5mm. Large tumours: Prominence >8.5mm.
is complicated also, of course, by the availability of a PBT facility, which has repercussions especially for older patients who may have to incur significant travel and hospitalization expenses and challenges. Based on the estimated cost of the loss of vision, over 5 years the costs of enucleation and PBT are roughly the same (on the order of €30,000 - €50,000). Therefore, it is clear that there is a significant economic benefit to adding an MRI scan for these patients, since the cost of plaque radiotherapy is on the order of €6,000. Furthermore, the patient burden of proton therapy, which involves the surgical placement of tantalum markers on the eye, a CT scan and the delivery of multiple radiation fractions, are much higher than plaque brachytherapy, and therefore the inconvenience of an MRI-scan is far outweighed by the relatively high chance of a less invasive treatment.

The second situation corresponds to patients for whom an US evaluation was impossible (for example, due to the presence of silicon oil). In this case, rather than the normal enucleation, MRI opened the route to possible eye-preserving brachytherapy. Again, in this case, the €6,000 price for brachytherapy is far less than the accumulated economic/societal cost over even a single year due to vision loss.

More difficult to assess quantitatively, but again representing a substantial improvement in patient outcome, are the situations in which PBT is the chosen therapy (either with or without an additional MRI scan). In this case, the MRI scan enables a verification of the estimation of the tumour geometry in all three-dimensions, and the additional safety margins that are built into the radiation planning can be reduced, resulting in a reduction in damage to the healthy part of the eye, as well as other potential side-effects. A similar argument applies for patients who receive brachytherapy: a more accurate delineation of the tumour may allow lower safety margins and a shorter radiation treatment.

For the patients with either a very small (<6mm) or large (>8.5mm) tumour, an MRI scan currently does not add any value in terms of treatment selection, and therefore would not be performed. However, as more advanced MRI techniques, including DWI (Diffusion weighted imaging) and PWI (perfusion weighted imaging), become available for ocular imaging, this may change in the future, as these more quantitative measurements might provide a non-invasive method to classify the tumour, for which currently an invasive intraocular biopsy is needed.

Accurate size measurements of the tumour are one of the main determinants of the optimal treatment modality for UM, although the location of the tumour can also limit the applicability of specific types of radiotherapy. Tumour size measurements are conventionally performed with 2D ultrasound imaging. Being a 3D imaging technique, MRI is able to provide a 3D delineation of the geometrical measurements of the tumour volume and offers, therefore, a more accurate description of the tumour dimensions than 2D US. If only the costs of treatment are considered, an additional MRI is cost-effective for patients where there is doubt on the accuracy of US measurements or if the tumour appears to be slightly too large for brachytherapy. Even if in only 5% of these patients, the MRI measurements resulted in a change from PBT to brachytherapy, the additional MRI scan would be economically cost-effective since PBT is much more expensive than brachytherapy. A similar evaluation is true for UM patients who cannot be evaluated with US. For these patients, the MRI results can prevent enucleation, which has an estimated economic burden of up to €10,000 per year due to severe visual impairment. This sum includes all treatment costs including clinic visits, once the treatment is concluded as well as indirect costs including loss of employment.

**Conclusion**

We can conclude that an additional MRI for specific patients with UM has an added economic value, as it enables a less expensive treatment for a sufficient percentage of patients to more than compensate for the costs of the MRI. For these patients, the MRI also adds value in terms of quality of care, as it enables for some patients to be afforded a treatment modality that spares more of their vision. For UM patients where the optimal treatment modality is very clear on the US image, an additional MRI currently does not add any value selection.
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